Download Lee Jonghyun
Lee Jong-hyun (May 15, 1990) is a South Korean musician, singer-songwriter and actor. He is the lead guitarist
and vocalist of South Korean rock band CNBLUE.. He made his acting debut in an omnibus movie Acoustic in
2010, followed by his television debut in the Korean drama A Gentleman's Dignity in 2012.Lee Jong-hyun has
admitted to watching footage of women who were filmed without their consent – but has claimed he wouldn’t
have done so if he had ‘sexual understanding’. The CNBLUE star ...Lee Jong-hyun of South Korean rock band
CNBlue admitted that he had viewed sex videos shared by embattled singer Jung Joon-young in an online group
chat, in the latest installment in the scandal ...lara Jan 19 2013 9:34 am i love the way lee jong hyun played his
role in AGD.. he's so handsome most especially when he simply smile having an innocent face.. he has a very
nice voicy nice e and i love his way of singing.. i hope that AGD will have a part two... very nice story and good
choice of characters.."Lee Jong-hyun is (admitting) that he deserves criticism for watching videos on
KakaoTalk, disparaging women and making improper conversation about sex," FNC Entertainment
said.Jonghyun was one of the most outspoken people in the industry when it came to issues of equality, it just
wouldn't make sense for him to be involved in something like this...Lee Jong-hyun of CNBLUE's involvement
in widening K-pop sex scandal During a police investigation into Seungri's case, The allegations against Jung
Joon Young surfaced as well.He filmed multiple ...People are sharing past footage of Lee Jonghyun after his
recent "hidden camera" scandal. A Twitter poster shared a video of Jonghyun trying to touch Girls' Generation
Yoona's butt from 2015: lee ...Lee Jong-hyun (May 15, 1990) is a South Korean musician, singer-songwriter
and actor. He is the lead guitarist and vocalist of South Korean rock band CNBLUE..Lee Jong-hyun of South
Korean rock band CNBlue admitted that he had viewed sex videos shared by embattled singer Jung Joon-young
in an online group chat, in the latest installment in the scandal rippling across the K-pop industry.

